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ARTICLE XI.

WHAT IS THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS?
BY TIIK JUn'EJUUfD WII.J.LU( . . WA.I.JtD. PH.D.

DOES the question need consideration? Has the CJuis.
tian church been proclaiming the forgiveness of sins for so
many centuries without really knowing what forgiveness
is? A sufficient answer to the query might be, that every
Christian doctrine is so profound that the combined wisdom
of the ages has never been able to fathom its depths.
Each age may add its treasures to the interpretations of the
past, and gain new light upon the meaning of Christian
doctrine. But the forgiveness of sins does not stand in as
favorable a position as most Christian doctrines in that
regard. It has always been a part of the gospel proclamation, but it has been strangely neglected 'in Christian theology, especially in works upon theology in the English
language. Turn to the indices of such standard works as
those of Dick, Dwight, John Pye Smith, H. B. Smith, the
Hodges, Shedd, or Fairchild, and you will not find the
word. The index of Stearns's "Present-Day Theology"
has it, but the reader is referred to "justification" for references. The absence of the word from the index does not
always indicate its absence from the work, but it does
show that it is referred to only incidentally. So this
word, so often on the lips of Jesus and on such solemn and
significant occasions, is well-nigh banisbed from the scientific statement of the content of the Christian revelation.
The sUbsumption of tbe word in the index of Stearns
under "justification" explains its absence in general.
Bverything that needed to be said about "forgiveness ,t
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was supposed to have been said under "justification."
Theologians recognized rightly that "forgiveness" and
"justification" were parallel terms, though they never
seem to have recognized the true relation between them.
The theological thought of the English'speaking world has
been determined constructively or polemically by Calvinism. "Justification" is a favorite word with Calvinism.
The whole character of that doctrinal system is legal. . It
begins with a sovereign and ends with a court of justice.
"Justification" is a legal term. It will fit into a system
of thought resting upon governmental relations where the
word "forgiveness" will find no place. Hence the latter
has been thrust aside or reduced to a subordinate r61e.
Henry B. Smith, speaking of the quite synonymous term
"pardon," says that "justification involves what pardon
does not, a righteousness which is the ground of the acquittal and favor; not the mere favor of the sovereign, but
the merit of Christ is at the basis,-the righteousness
which is of Goei."1 Ritschl speaks of the forgiveness of
sins as having a "negative ring" in contrast to "the positive term-justificationj"2 although he reduces the difference to a merely apparent one.
Loose as Smith's language is, he cannot mean that the
term "the pardon of sin" is used without reference to
Christ in his righteous character. The New Testament
uniformly teaches that every step of the process of redemption is conditioned upon Christ as the manifestation of the
righteousness of God. Man cannot be pardoned without
the merit of Christ. The word "pardon" does not in.
volve any overlooking of that fact. The only way in
which the word" justification" can be supposed to involve
what the word" pardon" does not is to regard justification
as positive with regard to the believer, while pardon or
of Christian Theology, p. 523.
IJustification and Sanctification, p. 38.
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forgiveness is merely negative. The Catholic position is
that justification is the impartation to the believer of active
righteousness. Smith cannot mean that. He mnst mean
that pardon is merely the removal of the condemnation
resting upon sin, while justification adds "a righteousness
which is the ground of the acquittal and favor" by the
imputation to tpe believer of the righteousness of Christ.
But, in the first place, the imputation of the righteousness
of Christ to believers is a refinement of theology, not a
scriptural doctrine; and, in the second place, even allowing
some force, it does not change a negative to a positive
doctrine. Such imputation would not be the real transference of Christ's character to believers, but would at
most be a mere legal fiction with reference to a judicial decision. The actual appropriation of Christ's. character by
believers is what has always-and quite properly-been
denominated "sanctification." Justification would, then,
even upon Smith's assumption regarding the relation of
the words, simply define further the method of pardon or
forgiveness, but would not represent a positive instead of a
negative doctrine, nor really add to the idea of pardon
what is not necessarily involved in it.
.
This and other attempts to define the relation of forgiveness to justification err in assuming that the terms differ in
scope. The fact is that they present the same fact from different view-points. A slight examination of the New Testament usage shows this. "Justification" is Paul's word.
The words" forgi veness" and "forgive" (dc:f>EQ"~ and cU!>''1#")
are used in twenty-nine New Testament passages, outside
of the writings of Paul, with reference to God's treatment
of sin. In Paul's Epistles they are used only three times,
-once in quotation from the Septuagint,1 and once each
in the late Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians.2
(Some scholars would use that fact as an argument against
1 R.om.

iv. 7.

I

Epb. i. 7; Col. i. 14.
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the Pauline authorship of these Epistles.) On the other
hand, the words "j ustification" and "justify" (8"'Q.(O:tT'~
and But",Jo,) are used of the divine treatment of sin twentyfour times by Paul, and in only three other passages in
the New Testament. Of the latter, one is in Luke's G0spel,! one in Acts,3 and one in the controversial passage regarding faith and works in the Epistle of James.' In other
words, every use of the words "justification" or "justify"
outside of the writings of Paul may be accounted for as a
reminiscence of Paul's usage. These facts are enough to
show that what Iesus himself, and the New Testament
writers uninfluenced by Paul, call "the forgiveness of sins,"
Paul prefers, at least as a rule, to call "justification." Forgiveness and justification do not then differ in scope, but
are entirely parallel, differing only in the way in which
the divine treatment of the repentant sinner is described.
It is not difficult to discover wherein this difference consists. Paul is formally legal in his method of thoughtnot essentially legal, for he never used a legal phrase that
did not break down under the weight of his meaning.
"Justification" is a legal term. The act is that of a court
of justice. The state, previous to the introduction of modem reformatory methods with the consequent extension of
paternalism in civic relations, recognized only two classes
of citizens,-the innocent and the guilty. If a man were
not guilty, he was justified, either proved innocent or declared innocent by a legal fiction. But when Iesus says,
"If ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father
will also forgive you,'" he plainly implies that the divine
forgiveness of sins is the act of a Father. It is the outgoing of the Father'S heart toward a repentant child. Iustification is the act of a sovereign. The question as to
which is the broader, richer term, "forgiveness" or "justification," can only be answered as we answer another
xviii. 14.
I xiii. 390
VOL. LX. No. 237. I I
1 Luke

Iii. 21 fl.

'Matt. vi.

14-
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qu~ry, \Yhet~ tJt~ ~t~~~,Q1 tJu; ~v~rQignty 01., ~ ~
~up'rem~. ~v,iQjf'JJ1 h~d iI:s ~IJ&IWer.~ T.he tb~lOV whi,:b,
ha$ ~u~gr~Wg ~lvitJ.js:Ql will, have a di.ffereQt, ap~wef~. 'rh~

terIq "ju!itjfi~tipn" htJS hadagd still b~ its VJl1q~ iu empba.!!izing the fa~t t~~t forgh'eDeSf conc;erns the personal
relatiPQship of God and th~ sopl. Tbe old~ th~lpV' was
saved. many a blullder by its preference fOf ju~tifica~ogt
But it r~Dlains that the indivi!:lual believer (ejpices in the
fprgiveness of ~ F~th~r rather than in. the justi6s::atioll Qf a
Sovereign. Christian theology h~ snlIered a IPS$ ~y the
banishment of the 'WOrd "forjiveness."
The mpdem difficulty in the definition of the forgiven~ of sins, however, arises when the doctrine is broQght
into relation to scientific conceptions of cau~ality and law,.
The prayer for forgiveness is defined by the Westminister
Larger Catechism as one for acquittal "both from the guilt
and punishment of st"n," 1 and frequently forgiveness bas
be~n ~sumed to be the removal of the peualty of sin.
Here the scientist enters a caveat. The penalty of sin is
the consequences of sin. ," Deeds are ifI:evocable," says
Robertson, "-their consequences are knit up with them irrevocably." Punishment, according to W. R. Greg,1 "is
not an infliction fpr crime imposed by external force, but a
natural and inevitable result of the offense-a child generated by the parent-a sequence following an antecedent-a
conseqnence arising out of a cause." 'Therefore he coneludes: "God is the ouly being who cannot forgive sins.
e Forgiveness of sins' means one of two things: it either
means saving a man from the conseqnences of his sins,
that is, an interposing between cause and effect, in which
case it is worldng a mt"racle (which God no doubt can do,
but which we have no right to expect that he will do, or
ask that he shall do); or. it meaus an e"Kagemest to forbear re.taHa#on. a suppressiol\ of the natura,! anger fdt
IA.I!Mo
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against the offender by the offended party, (J foregoi"K' of
vengeance on the part of the injured-in which meanin,
it is obviously quite inapplicable to a being exempt and
aloof from human passion [italics his]."
As to these alternatives, Greg has not exhausted the
possibilities of the meaning of forgiveness. There is at
least one other which he does not recognize which will be
developed in the sequel. But what are the consequences
of sin and are they all inevitable? Sin has various con!
sequences, without and within. It has an effect upon th.
sinner in his own soul and in his own body. It has an
effect upon the world of which the sinner is a part, both
upon the animate and upon the inanimate world. It has
an effect upon God. In these regards sin is the same as
any other act. I strike a blow. There is an effect upon
the immediate object of my blow. If that object be a sen·
tient being, there is both a physical effect and a psychical
effect. The physical effect is determined by natural law.
The psychical effect depends upon various psychic condi.
tions in the one whom I have assaulted. It makes a dif.
ference what sort of a man I strike, and what is his mood
at the time I strike him. There is an effect of my blow
upon the universe as a whole. It has changed the center
of gravity of the entire system. But there is, apart from
the effect of my blow upon my relations to this world
without, an immediate reaction of the blow upon myself.
The discharge of mental and muscular energy along cere
tain channels has left a permanent impression upon mind
and body respectively. The same is true of every sin. It
has consequences determined by natural law, and conse·
quences dependent upon the action of sentient beings, and
nnder the control to a considerable extent of the wills of
those beings. The man I have smitten may turn to me
the otber cheek, or he may return the blow with interest.
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It is with the consequences of sin determined by natural
law exclusively that science deals, and it is these consequences that the scientist asserts are inevitable. His polemic against the doctrine of the forgiveuess of sins is due
to his identification of the punishment of sins with these
natural consequences, aud his assumption that forgiveness.
can only mean the removal of these consequences by mere
fiat. The ethical message of modern science is summed
up in the words: "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap." The fervor that the scientist'throws into
his message in view of his belief in the universality and
inviolability of law is something admirable. His is the
largest coptribution to practical ethics since the New Testament was complete. We cannot measure the consequences which this message is yet to have. The whole
conception of law has been revitalized by being carried
back from mere legal enactment to the heart of the universe of God's creation.
But with regard to the consequences of sin as determined
by natural law, there is no assurance in Scripture nor in
Christian experience that the forgiveness of sin will remove them. On the contrary, whatever Scripture utterances there are would seem to coincide with the teachings
of science. The conception of natural law is thoroughly
modern. Scarce a glimmering of it had arisen upon the
authors of the Bible. Paul is the greatest scientist among
biblical writers, and in the passage above quoted, and in
th~ first chapter of Romans, he seems to rise to the conception of certain natural and inevitable consequences of
. sin. In general, scriptural writers seem entirely indifierent to the immediate bodily and mental reactions of sinful
deeds. Whatever consequeuces there might be in body or
in mind they 'regarded, as did Job's friends his affiictions,
as in8ictions of the sovereign will of deity. They were to
be removed only by miraculous intervention. In promis-
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ing the forgiveness of sin they did not promise such miraculous intervention. Nor have we any right to extend
the scope of the gospel promises to embrace anything of
the kind. In saying this I am not blind to the enormous
remedial and recuperative power of nature, physical and
psychical. Noone has ever yet been' able to measure that
power with reference to the body, much. less with regard
to the soul. Here are divinely ordained natural agencies
for the regeneration and sanctification of the vilest sinner.
But, granting all their efficacy, they cannot make what has
been as if it had not been. They cannot obliterate the
scar of sin from the soul. We bear to-day the mark of
every sin we have ever committed, and we shall bear it to
all eternity.
In view of the supposed conBict between science and the
doctrine of forgiveness, some popular theologians have attempted to saye the doctrine of forgiveness by taking advantage of the etymology of the Greek word for "forgiveness" (ti4>EtT,r;). It means literally "sending away," and the
revisers of the New Testament have generally translated it
by "remission," in preference to "forgiveness." Now, as
nothing is ever said in the New Testament of the remission
of penalty or consequences, but the phrase is always "the
remission of sin," it is argued that the true doctrine is that
God in his mercy "sends away" or "remits" not the consequences of our acts, but the acts that bring the consequences. I remember a sermon preached by Dr. Lyman
Abbott at Chautauqua in 1889, in which he used these
words: "What Christ has given in his covenant is this-a promise to remit, What? Penalty? that is not what he
says. Sin. To remit is to send away, to abolish, to dismiss, to take off, to bury, to destroy.•.. Now in the New
Testament I find the gromise is not,-and I emphasize it,
-is not the remission of penalty, but the remission of sin.
If I tum to my classical Greek dictionary, I cannot find
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nywhere fllat the 'phl"lSe 'Te'Dtission of sin "ocetttS. TlIen
I ,tt!t'l1 'to my New Testamettt ecmeordnee ana catt1lot 'fittd
anywhere t'hat 'remission Of punishment' 'occurs." Dr.
J'ttitSon Tits-wotth, 'in his'" Moral Evolution,"'follows suite'.
"The t'elbissu,n of sin," he says, "is not the coverint'of
am, an idea which is sometimes fouttd in the Old TeStameut, or the forgetting of sitt, or the ignoriDg'of -sin-which
the pardott of sin or the forgiveness of sin in the 8eDSe of
pardon may mean,-but the sending away of sin••.• When
~ deals with sin effectively, saves snetl from 'it, he does
Ilot pardon sin, cover it up, forget it, igttore it, but rids metl
df it, gets them clear of it. • • • Human penalties are artifi.
cial and mechanical, divine penalties are natural atld vital,
organic, are in the nature of strict consequences. . . . There
is no such thing possible as remitting penalties ill t1re 'divine govermncmt without first remitting siD. The conse·
quence goes when the cause goes, and not before." 1l
Just what dOes this mean? Neither Dr. Abbott nor Dr.
Titsworth is a perfectionist. Certainly they do not believe
that in the forgiveness of sin a man is instantaneously de·
livered from the practice of sinning. The sending away
of sin as a practice is a process, never, so far as human observation goes, completed in this life. Forgiveness as all
instatrtaneous act is only the iuitiation of this process of
elimination. This mUSt be their thought. This Dr.
Abbott e~resses when, writing of justification in his "'Life
and Letters of Paul," he says: "It is impossible that Goc1
Should declare a mau to be right when God sees him to be
wrong. That would make God a liar. Because 'he sees in
t!be penitent the beginning of righteousness, he accepts it
as righteousness, recognizes it, fosters it, develops it." I
If, then, justificatioll-forgiveness, the latter is in reality a
gradual process, whose ultimate results are discounted at
the outset. This idea calls for farther examination.
Ipp. ~ft. 'P.231.
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Dr. Abt>OU"'s distinction between cTassical and New

~eSfamerit USage, 't'b.e difference is accounted for by t'Ile

tliouglit of sin in the minas of biblical writers as some;.
thing directea agaittst
ClassiCal writers had no sucn
\'hong-lit, nence their latigilage concerns only the penalty of
Sin. As to Dr. TitSworth's distinctiol1 between Old and
New Testament 'usage, it is certainly true that t'he Old
'testament speaks of the covering of sin, t'&e forgetting of
sin, tbe ignormg of sin, as the pardon or forgiveness of sin.
"Blessed is lle whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin
is covered. Blessed is the man unto whom Jeliovah imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit 'there is no gune.
. . . I aCKnowledged my sin unto thee, and mine iniquity
did I not hide: I said, I will confess my tra:nsgressions
unto Jehovah; and tliou forgavest tbe iniquity of my sin. n 1
"Let ·tlie wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man
liiS 'thdughtS; attd let hrm return unto Jehovah, and he
Win have mercy upon him; and to our God, for he will
abundantly pardon.,,1
The 'forgiveness follows upon
amendment of life, and is equivalent to having mercy upon the offender. But the New Testament writers take
their language rrdm the (i'reek Old Testament. Those
words come surcharged with the same ideas. Paul quotes
the words from the Thirty-second PSalm to illustrate his
awn dOCtrine of salvation by grace. It will require some
more cogerit reasoning tbail that of Dr. Titsworth to prove
tllat the New Testament usage is really such a violent de:.
parture rrom the Old.
The new interpretation cannot be carried out on New
1'estamerit ground. According to it, when Jesus said to
tlie man sick of the palsy, "'Son, thy sins are rorgiven
tnee," what he meant was, "'Son, a proceSs is now begun
in t'&ee which at aeath [or somewhere in tne vast beyond]
Win result itt stotfping thee rrom sinning; but meanwlu1e
I P'a. xDii. i-so
i • • Iv. 7.

Goa.
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the consequences of the sins you do commit will go right
on, for they are inevitable." Even that would be a blessed
promise, and by no means to be despised; yet it fell far
short of the need of the palsied man, and of every sinner
turning away from his sin. It is impossible to suppose
that Jesus meant anything of the kind. Nor did he mean
the removal of the natural consequences of sin. We
modems leap to the inference that" the man's disease was
the consequence of his past sin. Whether Jesus thought
so or not, certainly no other natural consequences could
have been in his thought, and the removal of the disease
was a separate act, not necessarily involved in the forgiveness. In the Lord's Prayer Jesus teaches his disciples to
pray, "Forgive us our sins; for we ourselves also forgive
everyone that is indebted to us." The human forgiveneSs
and the divine forgiveness are made so far the same that
the performance of the one is made the ground of petition
for the other. Human forgiveness is essentially the putting away of the thought of the wrong done us as disturb·
ing our personal relations with the guilty one. It may
mean the remission of penalty, the removal of consequences, or it may not. The essential thing is the restoration
of personal relation to the wrong-doer.
The mistake common to all the definitions of forgiveness
to which reference has been made is the failure to recognize that God is a personal being, and that he stands in
personal relations to men, over and above his relations
through natural law and the created universe. The most
grievous consequence of sin is the injury it works to that
relation. What the repentant sinner needs more than all
else is the restoration of fellowship with his Father. He
needs it at once. He needs it as capital for the new life
upon which he is entering. The relation has been broken
by sin. That does not mean, as Greg suggests, that a
spirit of vengeance is aroused in God; but it does mean
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that the same relation cannot subsist between a rebellious
soul and its God as can exist between an obedient soul
and its Father. God's disposition is not changed by the
coming of sin, but man's is, and the practical results cannot be the same. God's love is still there, but its action is
hindered, and it waits, like the charged energy of a storage
battery, for a channel by which it may flow out to its object. The moment the rebellious soul finds in Christ repentance, that moment the channel is open, and the divine
energy flows. That is the forgiveness of sin. The prodigal has turned back toward the Father's house, and the
Father has met him, and received him back into the arms
of his love. The father of the parable could not blot out
the son's memory of the wasted years, nor the sorrow at
their recall, could not restore the wasted energies nor root
out the evil tendencies that had been cultivated. The
heavenly Father has greater resources, but we have no
assurance that even he will work all these changes; and
what he does work will be through natural remedial agencies and processes, taking natural in the widest sense. But,
with fellowship with his Father restored, the man can bear
the other consequences of sin, or even find them blessings
in disguise. In the strength of that fellowship he can go
forth to the conquest of his sinful habits, for in that fellowship there is the divine assurance of final victory.
"It is in keeping with the facts," says Ritschl, "to define the forgiveness of sins-as consisting in the removal of
the total penalty attached to original sin-as that operation
of God which restores sinners, separated as such from him,
to the presence of God and their proper fellowship with
him.'tl With this coincides the thought of Prof. William
N. Clarke: "To forgive is to say to one who has done
wrong (and to have it true), I do not think of you or feel
toward you as one who has done this; I do not hold it in
I

l1astifi.cation and Reconciliation, p. 43.
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!by h~Mt againSt yob, I leave it out of my 't1tongbts !;ol'bal
it dOes hot embarrass t'he relation between you and me,
it is 'between us as if it 'had not been...• A'totgiven sinntr is not tegaraed by God as one who has never !Jinnea~
for that is u itilpossible as any other confradictory t'hing.
He is regarded as -a sinner toward whom GOd'"s atb1:ude is
no lijnger determined by his sin."'1
. 1 Outline,

p. 256.
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